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Introduction

Spectral estimation is an important and useful tool for signal analysis. It, however,
has several practical limitations according to signal characteristics that demand the use of
several different approaches to minimize some of the problems like power leakage, spectra
blurring, bias, etc. [9, 8, 10]

For the current purposes, spectral estimation is used for acoustic signals analysis in
aeroacoustic [7] and beamforming applications [1, 2, 5, 4, 6]. These signals can be seen as
having continuous spectra derived from their nature as regular stochastic processes with
no strictly sinusoidal tones. This is contrast to problems relating the electrical power
network whose signals are comprised of 60 Hz and its odd harmonics.

Our acoustic data acquisition experiments usually consist of 30 sec of acquired data
allowing the comfortable use of the well known Welch spectral estimation method [9],
in which, as is customary in the literature [8], we adopt 50% of overlap between signal
segments before averaging the absolute squared value of segments to obtain the spectral
density estimate. The Hanning window [9, 7] is the most popular one due to its good
trade-off between main-lobe aperture and reduced side-lobe levels.

On applying windows in the case of continuous spectra, careful normalization is
required to ensure that the power computed over time is the same as the one that would
be obtained integrating the spectrum. This was the main motivation of this study: How
to compute correctly the lose of energy caused by the windowing, in terms of signal’s
energy conservation. On the other hand, if the spectrum contains pure sinusoids the
normalization that needs to be applied is different from that of a continuous spectrum
leading to some prevailing confusion [3].
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The following sections describe the method used for the spectral estimation of signals
with continuous spectra together with a numerical test for code validation. Finally, two
algorithms written in MATLAB are shown: one for cross-spectra computation and a
second one for testing the proposed code.

Formulation used for power spectral density estimation

Let two the data records of two signals x and y of length comprising N samples, be
broken into blocks x(k) and y(k) of size L . In this way, the equivalent block of cross-
spectrum Ŝ

(k)
xy is estimated by means of

Ŝ(k)
xy (f) =

2 · F(x(k) ·w) · conj(F(y(k) ·w))∑
w2

i

(1)

where w = [w1 . . . wi . . . wL]T is a suitable data taper window of length L (usually Hanning
window [7]). The symbol F{·} stands for the discrete time Fourier transform computed at
suitable frequencies f between 0 and one half the Nyquist frequency. The factor 2 comes
from using a single-sided representation (positive frequencies only) of the spectrum and
conj{.} is the complex-conjugated.

Finally, the cross-spectrum is computed by averaging the terms in

Ŝxy(f) =

N/L∑
k=1

Ŝ
(k)
xy

N/L
(2)

Test methodology

To test implementation compliance we generated a continuous spectrum process by
filtering white noise through a filter with known transfer function. The filter has 10 poles
and zeros. All zeros are placed at the origin and poles are complex conjugate and close
to the unit circumference to emulate high resonances.

Filter characteristics are summed up in the following:

Radius Angle [rad]
0.99 ±π/7
0.98 ±2π/7
0.97 ±3π/7
0.96 ±4π/7
0.95 ±5π/7

and its transfer function H(z) is given by

H(z) =
1

1− 1.82z−1 + 3.14z−2 − 3.8z−3 + 4.53z−4 − 4.35z−5 + 4.17z−6 − 3.19z−7 + 2.48z−8 − 1.31z−9 + 0.74z−10

ii
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Figure 1: Poles and zeros map for the filter used.

Results

The results of applying the data generated according to the previously sections can be
appreciated in Figs 2 and 3. Different L values are used to compare window effects on
spectral estimation. To help in the comparison, the theoretical spectral density obtained
using the filter transfer-function (20× log10H(f)) is also shown, proving goodness of fit.
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Figure 2: Results for PSD estimated with different window sizes.

Another parameter used to check the results is the signal power. The variance of
the data record (total power) must be equal to the integral of the PSD, which can be
computed by the sum of all its terms times the frequency step size, or

Pxy =
fs
L
·
L/2−1∑
i=0

Ŝxy(fi) (3)
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Figure 3: PSD zoom-in the poles.

where fs is the sampling frequency.
The variance is close to the summed PSD results up-to small numerical computation

differences as seen next:

signal variance: 20.0559

PSD integral w/ L=1024: 20.0762

PSD integral w/ L=512: 20.2197

PSD integral w/ L=256: 20.0352

PSD integral w/ L=128: 20.0537

This good agreement means that the code is working properly.

Conclusions

The quite simple PSD estimation proposed in this work showed good agreement when
compared to a known power spectra. The main motivation for that was compute correctly
the lose of energy due to the windowing on the signal segments. As seen, the PSD
estimated preserves the energy of the signal (variance) independently of the data tapper
used.

Finally, the MATLAB code attached in annex section allows to compute the cross-
spectra matrix of all cross-spectral combinations with high performance.
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Annex

Matlab codes for spectra estimation and validation. It is necessary the ‘Signal Processing’
toolbox.

>>welch estimator.m

%% Function for spectra estimation by Welch’s method

% Developed by Luiz A. Baccala, Flávio Caduda and Luciano Caldas, all from

% Escola Politécnica - Poli-USP, with cooperation of Carlos Pagani and Felipe

% Amaral from Escola de Engenharia de S~ao Carlos - EESC-USP.

%

% Cross-spectra matrix are estimated by Welch’s method with 50% overlap and

% the window energy loss are compasated by a factor of 1/sum(Wi.^2) where

% Wi are the elements of the window [1]. Then, the spectra becomes:

% Sxy = fft(x)*conj(fft(y))/sum(Wi.^2)

%

% Code was tested with a known- spectra signal from a white noise filtered

% by a filter. The variance (power) of the signal checks with the integral

% of the PSD estimated.

%

% INPUT:

% -- signals: matrix of signals to perform the spectra estimatino. Size is

% [Samples x number of sensors];

% -- fs: samplerate in Hertz;

% -- window: data taper desired. Must be a vector. For best performance it

% should be a power of 2. For general applications do: window=hanning(1024);

%

% OUTPUT:

% -- CSM: Cross Spectral Matrix: Unilateral (0:fs/2) spectra. Welch’s

% method is used with 50% overlap. Matrix size: sensors x sensors x

% windowsize/2

% -- frequencies: vector with all frequencies corresponding to each layer

% (3rd layer in depth) of CSM.

%

% LAST REVISION: September - 11 - 2015

% [1] Trobs,M.; Heinzel,G. "Improved spectrum estimation from digitized

% time series on a logarithmic frequency axis"

% doi:10.1016/j.measurement.2005.10.010

function [CSM,frequencies] = welch_estimator(signals,fs,window)

if size(signals,2) > size(signals,1)

signals = signals.’;

end

window = window(:);

sensors = size(signals,2);

windowsize = length(window);

frequencies = (0:(windowsize/2-1))*fs/windowsize;

block_samples = windowsize; %must be even, best if 2^n

signal_samples = size(signals,1);

number_of_signals = size(signals,2);

back_shift = block_samples./2;

number_of_blocks = floor((2*signal_samples)./block_samples) -1;

data_taper = window;

data_taper = repmat(data_taper,1,number_of_signals);

% Data segmentation into blocks of size block_samples:

S = zeros(block_samples/2,number_of_signals.^2);

for a = 1:number_of_blocks

% Retrieve current data block

Data_Block = signals((a-1)*back_shift+1:block_samples +(a-1)*back_shift,:);

Data_Block = Data_Block - repmat(mean(Data_Block),block_samples,1);

Data_Block = Data_Block.*data_taper; %Taper it

Data_Block = fft(Data_Block); %FFT it,

% bilateral DFT

Data_Block = Data_Block(1:block_samples/2,:);
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%All spectral combinations:

P = zeros(block_samples/2,number_of_signals.^2);

c = 1;

for aa = 1:size(Data_Block,2)

for b = aa:size(Data_Block,2)

% P(:,c) = Data_Block(:,b).*conj(Data_Block(:,aa)); % THIS

% IS FOR WIND TUNNEL EESC-USP BEAMFORMING CODE

P(:,c) = Data_Block(:,aa).*conj(Data_Block(:,b)); % THIS

% IS FOR FAN RIG BEAMFORMING CODE

c = c+1;

end

end

% Sum the spectrums up ...

S = S + P;

end

S = S*2/(sum(window.^2)*number_of_blocks); % Average them out

Sf = zeros(sensors,sensors,size(S,1));

c=1;

for a = 1:sensors

for b = a:sensors

Sf(a,b,:) = S(:,c);

c = c+1;

end

end

clear S

CSM = Sf;

for i = 1:size(CSM,3)

CSM(:,:,i) = CSM(:,:,i) + CSM(:,:,i)’ - eye(sensors).*CSM(:,:,i);

end

end

Code for testing
>> test spectra.m

clear all; clc; close all

% model parameters for test

r = 0.99; % Radius of the first pole

kk = 1:5;

rr = r.^kk; % all poles’ radius

thetha = pi/7; % First pole angle

thethar = thetha.*kk; % all poles’ angle

rN = 14;

rM = 4;

Burnin = 10000;

x = randn(1,Burnin+2^(rN+1)); % white noise

% para gerar espectro te?rico do sinal de teste

xa = 1;

for i=1:5

% ’xa’ will have the coefficients for the theoretical spectra

xa = conv([1 -2*rr(i)*cos(thethar(i)) rr(i)^2],xa);

x = filter(1,[1 -2*rr(i)*cos(thethar(i)) rr(i)^2],x); % filter the signal

% to then generate 5 tonal peaks

end

% burn the transient

x = x(Burnin+1:end);

%%

linewidth = 1.3;

x = x(:);

disp([’signal variance: ’ num2str(var(x))])

figure, hold on;

[ft,w]=freqz(1,xa,1024);

plot(w*.5/pi,20*log10(abs(ft)),’r.’,’LineWidth’,linewidth)

wind = [1024 512 256 128];

for i=1:length(wind)

[spec,f]=welch_estimator(x,1,hann(wind(i)));

plot(f,10*log10(abs(reshape(spec/2,length(f),1))),’LineWidth’,linewidth)

disp([’PSD integral w/ L=’ num2str(wind(i)) ’: ’ num2str(sum(spec)*f(2))])

end
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legend( ’theoretical spec’,...

[’Window ’ num2str(wind(1))],...

[’Window ’ num2str(wind(2))],...

[’Window ’ num2str(wind(3))],...

[’Window ’ num2str(wind(4))])

xlabel(’Normalized frequency’); ylabel(’PSD [dB]’);

title(’Power spectra test’);

grid

set(gca, ’FontSize’, 13)
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